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INTRODUCTION
Rapid advances in digital system technology have radically altered the control system design options. The advances in digital implementation and design capability can be obtained at low cost because of the widespread availability of inexpensive and powerful digital computers and their related devices. For many industrial processes, improved process control can be achieved by the implementation of more sophisticated control algorithms on digital computers.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE
The objective of this FDP is to make the participants acquire a fundamental understanding of Digital Control Systems and their design. This training program will enable the participants to get hands-on training in practical implementation of theoretical concepts of Digital Control System both in simulation and in real time. Recent developments and research in Digital Control System will also be covered.

COURSE COVERAGE
Introduction to system analysis and controller synthesis for discrete time systems.
- Computer control system
- Signal processing in digital control system
- Modeling of discrete time systems
- State variable analysis of digital control system
- Design of digital controller

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of Instrumentation Engineering is the pioneer in India to start a programme in Instrumentation Engineering in the year of 1949. It offers UG programme in Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering, PG programme in Instrumentation Engineering and MS(by research) / Ph.D programmes for both regular and part-time scholars. The Department has unique recognition as DST-FIST sponsored Department. A new state-of-the-art Field bus Laboratory first of its kind in an educational institution has been established. The Department has modern and well equipped Process Control Laboratory with test rigs including three tank, four tank, conical tank, pH process, heat exchanger, etc., to carry out real time studies.
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